Firing patterns of pallidal cells in parkinsonian patients correlate with their pre-pallidotomy clinical scores.
It is unclear how the disordered activity of cells in the basal ganglia contributes to the symptoms of Parkinson's disease (PD). We recorded from single neurons extracellularly in 3 regions of the globus pallidus (GPe, GPie and GPii) in patients undergoing pallidotomy for PD. Movement-related cell firing patterns, analysed using hidden Markov models, were significantly correlated with patients' preoperative clinical scores (off drugs). Responses of cells in GPii correlated best with the scores for specific motor tasks, rather than general ones related to activities of daily living, but the reverse was true for responses from GPe. In both GPii and GPe, a higher score (i.e. greater parkinsonian severity) was associated with greater variability in cell firing rather than an increase in firing rate itself.